
Simple Astrophotography
A quick guide

To take pictures of the night sky you can use your mobile phone, webcam or camera.

Mobile phone
Really only for taking pictures of the moon, but once you get the knack of holding the phone 
steady over a telescope eyepiece it can be very effective.    Try and get the moon in the centre of 
the exposure circle on your phone screen and then tap the screen to take the shot.  You can buy a 
bracket to hold the phone more securely to the telescope, but they can be fiddly.  General views of
the night sky are possible, but will rarely be as good as a proper camera.

Webcam
Great for taking pictures of the moon and planets.  They record a video stream and then free 
software (Registax or AutoStakkert) breaks the video down into individual frames and selects the 
sharpest ones to stack on top of each, producing a final picture.  Just take the eyepiece out of your 
telescope and put in the webcam.  You will need a laptop (any will do) and you focus using the live 
image on your computer.  Easy once you get the hang of it.

Basic webcam:
www.tringastro.co.uk/celestron-neximage-solar-system-imager-3710-p.asp?
gclid=EAIaIQobChMIxeLS1M3_2AIVzrvtCh2n8QtEEAQYAiABEgJZw_D_BwE

A bit more sophisticated:
https://www.rothervalleyoptics.co.uk/zwo-asi120mc-colour-13-cmos-usb-20-camera.html

Camera
Great for taking widefield pictures of the night sky, or more detailed close ups of objects using a 
telescope.  

Requirements for widefield
Must be able to use camera in manual mode.
Control shutter speed.
Tripod.
DSLR best, but point and shoot can be used.
Note: autofocus will not work, so you focus manually.

Quick guide
This is a quick check list of things to do. Trying to learn where the control buttons are during the 
day or use a torch.

Before you go outside set menu and camera
    • Fit a charged battery.
    • Clean memory card, especially if you’re doing time-lapse or star trails.
    • Change save settings to RAW or RAW + Jpeg.
    • Switch off auto settings ie. Noise reduction, lens correction etc.
    • Switch to manual focusing.
    • Switch to manual control ( M )

http://www.tringastro.co.uk/celestron-neximage-solar-system-imager-3710-p.asp?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIxeLS1M3_2AIVzrvtCh2n8QtEEAQYAiABEgJZw_D_BwE
http://www.tringastro.co.uk/celestron-neximage-solar-system-imager-3710-p.asp?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIxeLS1M3_2AIVzrvtCh2n8QtEEAQYAiABEgJZw_D_BwE
https://www.rothervalleyoptics.co.uk/zwo-asi120mc-colour-13-cmos-usb-20-camera.html


    • Switch off auto preview. ( Saves battery )
    • Switch screen LCD brightness to its middle setting
    • Set lens to widest zoom setting.
    • Set lens to widest aperture setting.    
    • Find in-camera horizon level screen.  
    • Find the histogram screen.

When you are outside and set up on the tripod  
    • Switch on live view.
    • Focus on a bright star, moon or distant light.
    • Set the ISO high and time to around 10 seconds and take a test shot.
    • Make sure focus is ok
    • Set the camera level and take more test shots to adjust the scene.
    • Switch off live view.

When ready to shoot  
    • Set self-timer to 2 seconds or use a remote.
    • Set ISO to 1600 / 3200 
    • Set shutter to 15 to 30 seconds *
    • ( Fine tune settings with the Histogram. )
    • Take your images.
    • Marvel at the night sky!
*  You can use the rule of 400 / 500 to set the best shutter time for the lens in use.

Considerations
Darker skies produce better results. From town light pollution can wipe out your lovely picture.
Over a maximum of 30 seconds (less for most of us with narrower lenses) leads to stars trailing, 
but you might want that!

Using a camera and telescope
You need a DSLR as the lens has to be removed.  To attach the camera to the telescope you will 
need a couple of adapters (each brand has a different one).

www.firstlightoptics.com/adapters/t-rings.html 
plus 
www.firstlightoptics.com/adapters/flo-2-inch-t-mount-camera-adapter.html  (comes in either 1.25 
or 2” diameters – depends what telescope you are using).

Take out eyepiece from telescope and plug in your camera.

Focus using live view – use the delayed timer function on camera to avoid vibrations caused by 
depressing shutter button.

You are good to go taking very short exposure pictures of the moon (hundredths of a second).

http://www.firstlightoptics.com/adapters/flo-2-inch-t-mount-camera-adapter.html
https://www.firstlightoptics.com/adapters/t-rings.html


More distant and faint objects
Longer exposures are needed to photograph things like nebulae, galaxies and star clusters so you 
will need a mount that can track the stars.  Otherwise your pictures will come out all blurry.  Things
can get a lot more complicated and expensive at this point.   Below is a very simple set-up. By 
keeping your exposures short (say 60 seconds), do a lot and them and stack them on top of each 
other (free software does this for you– Deep Sky Stacker is the most popular) and you can achieve 
surprisingly good results of brighter targets like the Orion Nebula and Andromeda Galaxy.  The 
mount is a so called German Equatorial (or GEM for short).

The demands of imaging means that telescopes are favoured with so called ED glass that 
minimises colour aberrations.  Such scopes are usually referred to as “Apos” as opposed to the 
cheaper achromatic.  A good size for beginners is an 80mm ED refractor – many manufacturers do 
them including Skywatcher, Altair Astro and Explore Scientific.   The one below is the Skywatcher 
bundle – found here www.firstlightoptics.com/pro-series/skywatcher-evostar-80ed-ds-pro-
outfit.html

As for recommended mounts, budget for about £500 for a decent one, or better still make an 
investment in one with good load capacity that can take a larger scope in the future. 
www.firstlightoptics.com/skywatcher-mounts/skywatcher-heq5-pro-synscan.html

http://www.firstlightoptics.com/pro-series/skywatcher-evostar-80ed-ds-pro-outfit.html
http://www.firstlightoptics.com/pro-series/skywatcher-evostar-80ed-ds-pro-outfit.html


Links and resource
Here's a few to be going on with. Beware there are a few YouTubers who post movies for money 
and not necessarily because they are any good!

One of the best resources has to be Ian Norman at Lonely Speck. If you watch his videos just be 
aware some are getting long in the tooth.

https://www.lonelyspeck.com/how-to-make-an-amazing-photo-of-the-milky-way-galaxy/
https://www.youtube.com/user/inorman88/videos
https://vimeo.com/16833554
https://photographylife.com/landscapes/photographing-the-milky-way
https://www.peterzelinka.com/astrophotography
https://starcircleacademy.com/startrails/

Software
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql4bEnJc4hE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-MCvbYj-hA
http://deepskystacker.free.fr/english/download.htm
http://www.startrails.de/html/software.html
https://www.markus-enzweiler.de/StarStaX/StarStaX.html
The ISO myth and more
https://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-blogs/imaging-foundations-richard-wright/
astrophotography-understanding-iso/
https://darkskies.space/iso-myth/
https://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-resources/astrophotography-tips/
astrophotography-stacking-signal/
https://www.peterzelinka.com/blog/2017/11/star-tracker-tutorial
https://www.lightpollutionmap.info/#zoom=5&lat=7015025&lon=-184620&layers=B0FFFTFFFFF

Recommended retail outlets:
Widescreen Centre. Equipment supplier and showroom, based near Ely.  www.widescreen-
centre.co.uk

Tring Astronomy Centre.  Equipment supplier and showroom, based in Bucks.  
www.tringastro.co.uk

Rother Valley Optics. South Yorkshire based equipment supplier and showrooom 
www.rothervalleyoptics.co.uk

First Light Optics.  Biggest retailer in the UK. Based in Exeter.
www.firstlightoptics.com
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